
CS1800 Discrete Structures Prof. Hescott and Prof. Pavlu
Fall 2020 November 15, 2020

Homework # 8

Assigned: November 15, 2020
Due: November 23, 2020 at 8pm eastern

Instructions:

� The assignment has to be uploaded to Gradescope by the due date. NO assignment will be accepted
after 8:00pm on that day.

� We expect that you will study with friends and often work out problem solutions together, but you
must write up your own solutions, in your own words. Cheating will not be tolerated. Professors,
TAs, and peer tutors will be available to answer questions but will not do your homework for you.
One of our course goals is to teach you how to think on your own.

� You must turn in typed work to Gradescope either written in a word processor such as Word, or typeset
in LaTeX.

� To get full credit , show INTERMEDIATE steps leading to your answers, throughout.

Problem 1 [Easy]: Binary and Weak Induction
Before attempting this problem, finish the lesson on weak induction first.
Recall that an unsigned binary number with n ≥ 1 pairs of 1’s and the rest of the bits as 0 is

divisible by 3. 011000, 000011, and 110000 are all divisible by 3.

i. Define P (n) for this problem.

ii. State and prove the base case(s) for this P (n).

iii. State the weak inductive hypothesis for this problem using your definition of P (n).

iv. Prove the inductive case using the weak inductive hypothesis. (Hint: Break the unsigned
binary number into the sum of 2 unsigned binary numbers)

Problem 2 [Medium]: Sequences and Series

i. Let a1, a2, · · · an be a sequence of n numbers. Show that either there is an ai that is divisible
by n or there are two different numbers ai, aj such that their difference ai− aj is divisible by
n.

ii. Let x1, x2, · · ·xn be a sequence of n numbers. Show there is a consecutive subsequence
xi, xi+1, · · ·xj such that the sum of the terms in the subsequence are divisible by n. (Hint:

Let am =
m∑
k=1

xk. Either one of the am is divisible by n or none are.)
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Problem 3 [Medium]: Counting
Students are picking their schedules for next semester and need to figure out their NUPath

requirements. The overall course counts for each of the attributes are as follows:

� Societies/Institutions 271

� Interpreting Culture 243

� Creative Expression 157

� Difference/Diversity 182

� Natural/Designed World 136

� Ethical Reasoning 100

� Formal/Quantitative Reasoning 50

� Analyzing/Using Data 135

Two schedules are the same if they have the same courses.

i. Sarah is planning to take four courses next semester. She is planning to take 2 Formal/Quantitative
Reasoning courses. She needs Societies/Institutions, Interpreting Culture, Creative Expression,
and Difference/Diversity. Assuming no course counts for more than one NUPath requirement
and that she wants to do as many NUPath requirements as possible. How many schedules
can she build?

ii. A course can have 1 or 2 predefined NUPath attributes. Rick is planning to take 4 courses.
He wants to maximize the number of possible NUPath requirements he can complete this
semester. Rick wants to know how many schedules he can build. How many cases does Rick
need to consider to do so?

iii. Sam needs to take 2 courses for their major. These two courses each have one of the following
attributes: Formal/Quantitative Reasoning, Natural/Designed World, or Analyzing/Using
Data. They want to maximize the other attributes for the two courses, but they don’t want
to take any Creative Expression courses if they take an Interpreting Culture course. Sam
wants to know how many schedules they can build. How many cases does Sam need to
consider to do so?

Problem 4 [Medium]: Casino
NeverWin Casino uses Red dice on Monday to Friday which are uniform on all faces and Blue

dice on Saturdays and Sunday which are 50% likely to come out “6” and then 10% equally likely
for the other faces “1” to “5”. You remember that you rolled a particular fabulous “6” to get the
big win, but don’t remember the day since you played every day during that time.

i. What is the chance that the big win came on Saturday?

ii. What is the chance that the “6” roll for the big win came from the Red dice?
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Problem 5 [Medium]: Counting Paths through bottleneck
Consider the plane lattice consisting of points with integer coordinates and the horizontal and

vertical lines through them. An increasing path in this lattice is a path each of whose moves is
either UP vertically by one unit, or RIGHT horizontally by one unit. For example, the following
figure depicts a path in 7 moves from (0, 0) to (4, 3).

(0,0)

(4,3)

We wish to compute the number of increasing paths from (0, 0) to (m, n).

i. How many increasing paths are there from (0, 0) to (m,n)?

ii. Suppose all paths must cross through bottleneck (p, q) (1 ≤ p ≤ m; 1 ≤ q len). How many
increasing paths are there from (0, 0) to (m,n) given this restriction?

iii. For previous part, assume m,n, p = m/2 fixed, and q variable. Ignore the constant terms,
and simplify the answer as a function of q to a product of p factors with ”q” and p factors
wit ”n− q”.

iv. Give m,n, p = m/2, you can choose q. What is the value of q that maximizes the number of
paths from (0, 0) to (m,n) given this new restriction?
(Hint: pair the factors in the previous part such that the sums of factors in pairs are n +
2, n + 4, ..., n + 2p. Then use the fact that if x + y =constant, the product xy is maximized
when x = y)

Problem 6 [Hard]: Predicates
For every day in a year, if it rained on that day then either the day preceding in the same year

was sunny or the day after in the same year was sunny.

1. Write the statement above in formal logic using only these quantifiers, boolean operators
(¬,∧,∨, =⇒ ) and the following predicates as necessary. Use commas only after quantifiers.
(e.g. ∀x, P (x) =⇒ Q(x) is permitted, but ∀x, P (x), Q(x) is not permitted).

� rained(x) = it rained on x

� day(x) = x is a day

� same(x, y) = x is the same as y

� date(x,y) = x is a day in year y

� previousDay(x, y) x is the previous day to y

� nextDay(x, y) x is the next day after y
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2. Write the negation of that formal logic statement.

3. Write an English sentence describing the negation.
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F Optional problems: no credit, no deadline, no formal grading, and possibly no solutions. If
you work on these and need help, let Virgil know by email.

Problem 7 FF. Prove that
n∑

k=0

(
n+k
k

)
1
2k

= 2n

Problem 8 F; easier with convexity argument. In a1, a2, ..., an are positive numbers then
their “mean inequality” states that the order from big to small is : quadratic mean, arithmetic
mean, geometric mean, harmonic mean:√

1

n
(
∑
k

a2k) ≥ 1

n
(
∑
k

ak) ≥ (
∏
k

ak)1/n ≥ n∑
k

1
ak
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